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FOREWORD

by STEPHEN BOOTH

Disruptive technologies and the Hypecycle
What’s next on the horizon before the plateau of productivity?
Most large companies in the geospatial sector
employ someone or a consultant whose job it is
to keep a close watch on emerging technologies.
If for no other reason, it is an important
function for management to be aware of likely
changes in technology ahead of major spending
commitments. So what are the upcoming
changes predicted for geospatial technologies?
What is the next disruptive technology just around
the corner? What will be the impact of Leica’s
BLK360 and tie-up with Autodesk (see page 7
Scanner Revolution)?
We are already experiencing sensor fusion and
miniaturisation of devices as manufacturers respond
to the ever growing application of UAVs; but are
constrained by limited payloads. We are also
experiencing a strong drive towards the cloud and
SaaS – software as a service, whereby you no longer
hold the software on your desktop or company server
but pay as you log in and use. What else is on the
horizon? To help readers I am delighted to present
Oliver Brookes’ take on what’s next for geospatial
technology through five key trends (page 11). Brookes
is MD of KOREC, Trimble’s UK and Ireland dealer but
what he has to say may equally apply to Leica or to
Topcon.
For guidance, Brookes, along with colleague
Lee Braybrook of Trimble, relies on the Gartner
Hypecycle which studies new technologies and
tracks them through to the early “Peak of Inflated
Expectation” which is then followed by the “Trough of
Disillusionment” before the “Slope of Enlightenment”
begins its upward path towards the “Plateau of
Productivity”. It’s an interesting and logical take on
how technologies evolve. For instance, laser scanners
are now in that final plateau having first appeared
on the scene nearly 20 years ago, and we became
acquainted with the point cloud. As Brookes observes,
it’s a good way of “separating those new technologies
fuelled on bold promises and hype from those that are
commercially viable”.
Half a century ago Leica (then known as Wild
Heerbrugg) developed the first practical EDM for
site use. Others were working on the problem of
rapid distance measurement but the technology
was invariably cumbersome, unreliable and relied

on heavy power consumption.
Nevertheless it took more than
20 years for EDM to become
ubiquitous and integrated with total
stations. GPS too began back in the
1960s with the Navstar programme
and it was not until the late 1990s
that it too became ubiquitous for
surveyors. And it continues to
evolve as constellations are added
improving accuracy and opening
up new possibilities. See Richard
Groom’s introduction to GNSS
receivers on page 16.

Stephen Booth, FRGS is the Editor of
Engineering Surveying Showcase.

However, the world is evolving new technologies more
rapidly than ever before. Look again at that Gartner
Hypecycle for augmented reality. Today there is talk
of “mixed reality” and “collaborative” technologies
through devices like Microsoft’s Hololens. Like other
technologies, AR has had to wait until other devices
and systems can catch up with its hunger for data
and rapid processing. Perhaps the most extraordinary
example of this is photogrammetry, a technology that

. . . laser scanners are now in that final
plateau having first appeared on the
scene nearly 20 years ago.
first emerged in the 19th century, became practical
for mapping applications in the 1930s but remained
for specialised applications until the digital age. Today
it enjoys a new and growing lease of life as other
technologies have caught up with it (see Geomatics
World Jan/Feb 2017 “Smartphone Surveying on
Site”.).
Elsewhere in this issue of Showcase, along with
our regular tabular data on the latest geospatial
technologies, there are articles on mobile mapping,
the close integration of software with field data
capture through to 3D design, how GNSS and
total stations enable rapid setting out on site and
the latest applications for rotary drones. Check
out too our regular market section for the latest
developments since the last issue in October
2016.
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3D Everywhere
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Be Captivated by Simplicity

Intuitive, Trusted & Captivating

Complete Visualisation & Connectivity

Leica Captivate is the new solution for

Save time and effort by creating 3D

Get easy access to your scanned

measurement professionals operating in

models which quickly and easily adjust

data to make real-time decisions and

3D across all industries.

to your surroundings, regardless of how

adjustments in the field, by comparing

challenging the conditions.

virtual design with real-work conditions.

Turn complex data into realistic workable
3D models and imagery that’s detailed
and editable in real-time.

Be Captivated
Visit: facts.leica-geosystems.com/UK_Geomatics_3D
to experience Leica Captivate for yourself.

Leica Geosystems Ltd
Hexagon House, Michigan Drive, Tongwell,
Milton Keynes, MK15 8HT
Tel: 01908 513451 (Quote: Geomatics 3D)
uk.sales@leica-geosystems.com
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SCANNER REVOLUTION
Towards the end of last year Leica
Geosystems announced the
imminent launch of a miniaturised
3D imaging laser scanner. Offering
4mm accuracy and an amazing
circa $16k price tag, the scanner will
be bundled with Autodesk’s ReCap
360 Pro and a version for the iPad,
so you will have to factor in software
and iPad costs to the package. You
will also have to load your data into
Autodesk’s cloud and that will need
a subscription.
The BLK360 is reported to
capture full-colour panoramic
images overlaid on a high accuracy
Leica’s BLK360 weighs in at 2kg and is
point cloud and should be available
sub $16k.
by the time you read this.
Single-button operation via an iPad captures high-resolution 3D
panoramic images within 60 metre measurement range and a full dome
scan that takes only 3 minutes. It also comes with infrared sensors for
thermal imaging and cameras to produce spherical imaging with HDR
support and LED flash.
Using the mobile app, the BLK360 streams image and point cloud data
to an iPad. The app filters and registers scan data in real-time. After
capture, data is transferred to CAD, BIM, VR and AR applications.
The integration of BLK360 and Autodesk software is expected to
dramatically streamline the reality capture process thereby opening this
technology to non-surveying individuals.

MODULAR GNSS RECEIVER
Topcon Positioning Group has
announced a modular GNSS
receiver system, the MR-2,
which combines all current and
planned constellation tracking
with a comprehensive set of
communication interfaces. The
MR-2 can act as a mobile RTK
base station, marine navigation
receiver, mobile mapping device or
as a GNSS receiver for agricultural,
industrial, military, or construction
applications.
Using Topcon’s HD2 heading
determination technology, the
MR-2’s dual antennas compute

high-performance heading
and inclination alongside the
RTK positioning engine for
precise navigation and guidance
applications.
WI-FI UPGRADE FOR DS-200i
Topcon has added new
connectivity options to its DS-200i
direct aiming imaging station. The
DS-200i now has Wi-Fi access,
a real-time, touchscreen video
and photo imaging to capture
measured positions. “The ultrawide 5MPx on-board camera
provides photo documentation
in the field and can transmit live
video using either LongLink or

high-speed WLAN as an access
point, which allows the FC-5000
or Windows 10 tablets to easily
connect,” said Ray Kerwin,
Topcon’s director of global
surveying products.
SINGLE PHOTON LIDAR
Leica Geosystems has released the
SPL100 as part of its RealTerrain
reality capture solution. The
SPL100 uses single photon
technology and collects an
unprecedented 6 million points per
second with 100 output beams.
HxMap software provides a
complete single-interface postprocessing platform to create
LiDAR and image data products.
“Due to the large terrain mapping
capabilities, this LiDAR system
helps us efficiently collect data in
our effort to study the biomass of
the forests contributing to NASA’s
Carbon Monitoring System (CMS),”
said Ralph Dubayah, professor
of Geographical Sciences at the
University of Maryland, College
Park.
• Read more about single photon
LiDAR in the May/June 2017 issue
of Geomatics World.
2MHz AIRBORNE SCANNER
Riegl has announced an ultra high
performance, fully integrated and
calibrated dual-channel airborne
mapping system, the RIEGL VQ1560i. Based on the company’s
waveform processing LiDAR
technology, the system is capable
of online waveform processing
as well as full or smart waveform
recording on each single target.
The new Lidar has a laser pulse
repetition rate of up to 2MHz
resulting in more than 1.3 million
measurements per second. It
operates at varying flight altitudes
up to 15,500 ft with a wide range
of point densities. The system is
ideally suited for aerial survey of

>
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RUBRIEK VZ-400i
RIEGL

Ultra High Performance
3D Laser Scanner
HIGH ACCURACY GNSS PHONES AND
TABLETS
1 operator – 8 hours

500+ scan positions

A new software-defined GNSS Receiver called Catalyst, which runs
on Android phones and tablets has been announced by KOREC. It
features a powerful small lightweight antenna that plugs directly into the
device’s USB port. It is capable of collecting sub-metre to centimetre
positions, transforming the phone into a high accuracy mobile data
collection system. Licences are via a monthly subscription service, so
users only pay for Catalyst when they need it. Depending on the level of
accuracy required, monthly subscriptions to Catalyst range from £120
up to £300.

high-accuracy scan data
Historic Downtown Vienna
preserved with RIEGL VZ-400i

Farther, Faster, Better:
The RIEGL VZ-400i is Redefining Productivity!
This evolution of laser scan engine technology is
based on its new innovative processing architecture.
Real-time data flow is enabled through dual processing
platforms: a dedicated processing system for data
acquisition, waveform processing and system
operations, and a second processing platform to
execute on-board data registration, geo-referencing,
and
analysis
simultaneously.
Thus,
the
new
VZ-400i is an extremely fast field-to-office Terrestrial
Laser Scanning Solution, setting the benchmark in
3D Laser Scanning, again!
Ultra High Speed Data Acquisition with 1.2 MHz laser
pulse repetition rate combined with up to 240 lines/
sec scan speed | up to 800 m range | survey-grade
accuracy 5 mm | highly informative scan data
attributes | on-board registration with GPS and orientation
sensors | Cloud Connectivity via Wi-Fi and LTE 4G/3G
| user friendly touchscreen interface | pre-defined
workflows for easy operation | advanced flexibility
through support for external peripherals and accessories
| high end camera option

Scan this QR code
to watch the RIEGL
VZ-400i video.

www.riegl.com
RIEGL LMS GmbH, Austria | RIEGL USA Inc. | RIEGL Japan Ltd. | RIEGL China Ltd.
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ultra wide areas as well as complex
urban environments. The scanner
has a unique forward/backward
looking capability enabling data
capture from multiple angles.
FALCON 8+ SYSTEM
Topcon Positioning Group has
announced the Intel Falcon 8+
System, a patented V-shaped
eight-rotor UAV initially for the US
and Canada markets. The new
generation Falcon features the
triple redundant AscTec Trinity
autopilot and has full electronic
system redundancy. It also includes
the Intel Cockpit ground control
and the Intel Powerpack smart
battery system.
Eduardo Falcon, executive vice
president and general manager

for the Topcon GeoPositioning
Solutions Group says, “It offers
the best performance and weightto-payload ratio in the entire
market, as well as the highest
stability in harsh conditions,
easily exchangeable and deeply
integrated payloads, best-in-class
safety and high-precision GNSS.”
DJI INSPIRE 2
DJI Inspire 2 rotary UAV is now
available from Opti-cal Survey
Equipment. The system has a
new image processing system
which records at up to 5.2k in
Cinema DNG RAW, Apple ProRes
formats and more. The Inspire 2
accelerates from 0 to 80kph in just
5 seconds, has a maximum speed
of 94kph and has a descent speed
of 9m/s. A dual-battery system
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prolongs flight time to a maximum
of 27 minutes (with an X4S), while
self-heating technology allows it to
fly even in low temperatures.
SCANFLY MOBILE MAPPING
3D Target, an Italian manufacturer,
is launching a new Scanfly product.
Scanfly is a turnkey solution for
3D Lidar mapping, specifically
designed for UAVs. The Scanfly
can also be installed on other types
of vehicle (aerial, terrestrial and
marine).
An optional panoramic
camera allows photographic
documentation of surroundings.
A backpack option will also
be available soon. SLAM
algorithms aid the integrated
IMU (INS+GNNS) to achieve
the best accuracy, even with
satellite outage. The point cloud is
available in most common formats
or for smart processing, 3DT
proprietary software.
The basic system includes the
Velodyne VLP-16 Lite scanner,
accurate survey-grade IMU
(INS+GNNS), double antenna –
double receiver RTK GPS/Glonass,
integrated board for control, data
capture and synchronisation, and
smart-processing Lidar software for
Lidar/GPS/IMU fusion. Additional
options are a 5MPx global shutter

camera and a high-resolution
panoramic camera.
POPULAR SURVEY SOFTWARE
UPGRADED
Applications in CADD has
announced the latest release of
n4ce, v3.11, a compilation of
intermediate versions made since
the last major release. An exciting
new feature is Tool Tips, which
gives a running commentary of
information as the user moves the
mouse cursor over survey points, or
CAD detail during a query or edit.
This allows users to display point
details alongside highlighted points,
including code, number, XYZ and,
if a model backcloth is present, a
height difference. For UK users,
n4ce v3.11 converts from OSTN02
to OSTN15 and vice versa.

NEW MONITORING DEVICE
Trimble has released a new monitoring total
station, the Trimble S5 Ti-M specifically designed
as a scalable solution for monitoring projects of any
size. The S5 Ti-M’s is suitable for the monitoring
of buildings above tunnel construction and close
to excavation sites as well as subsidence of road
surfaces and embankments.
The S5 Ti-M has Trimble’s FineLock technology
providing a pointing precision of less than 1
millimetre at a distance of 300 metres and a smart
tracking sensor with a narrow field of view to detect
a target without interference from surrounding
prisms.

The Designer edition has special
tools for editing gridded data,
for example to remove grid
points that fall on vegetation and
includes a facility to merge ground
surveys with a grid to update grid
heights. An external program,
PointGridTools.exe can transform
cloud point data into a regular grid
and then import into n4ce.
ZPS AUTOMATES CONCRETE
PAVING
Topcon Positioning Group has
launched its next generation of

>
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automated concrete paving: the
ZPS system, with the new Z-Robot
total station and Z-Stack sensor.
Using enhanced millimetre GPS
technology, the system is designed
to bring high accuracy to concrete
paving with a fraction of the
hardware required for traditional
local positioning systems. The
Z-Robot is designed to provide a
hybrid function of high-precision,
optically-based vertical accuracy
control and the convenience
of Z-beam laser positioning to
maintain accuracy across the
paving machine.

IN BRIEF
Blue Marble Geographics is in partnership with Pointerra to
provide cloud-based LiDAR data delivery to Global Mapper, its
GIS software. Pointerra’s 3D technology allows users to view
massive 3D point clouds at any time, on any device, anywhere in
the world and this functionality will be enabled in Blue Marble’s
Global Mapper as an extension for viewing, downloading and
publishing LiDAR data.
Chinese company Hi-Target has launched the QPad X5 highprecision rugged tablet designed for harsh ﬁeldwork with an
IP 67 rating. Connected to a high-accuracy GNSS module, the
device can achieve 2 cm accuracy RTK performance.
YellowScan has launched YellowScan LiveStation which
provides system operators with the immediate and relevant
information needed to ensure smooth acquisition even in
difﬁcult working conditions. The software renders a real-time,
three-dimensional representation of the point cloud during
ﬂight, with ability to zoom, translate or rotate as well as
presenting an immediate summary of the system’s status.

Launching a new product
or service? – Make sure you
email editor@geomares.co.uk

The world’s largest product database for surveying, navigation and machine guidance
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FUTURE OF GEOSPATIAL

by OLIVER BROOKES

Where next for the
geospatial industry?
Savvy geospatial companies
keep a close eye on
technology trends. A key
source is Gartner’s hype
cycle. KOREC MD Oliver
Brookes tells us about
some of the things that
guide their thinking.

Trimble’s, Lee Braybrooke
specialises in seeking out the
global trends and predictors that
will affect our industry and then
builds them into sound market
intelligence, allowing Trimble to
anticipate trends and growth
drivers.
The Gartner Hypecycle: Augmented Reality seems to be headed for the Trough of Disillusionment!

‘Geospatial trends’ is not a new
topic for us, or Lee who in a 2015
presentation for KOREC analysed
six key technology trends of
relevance to our industry: 2D to 3D,
imaging, GNSS ubiquity, Cloud\
SaaS\PaaS, mobile mapping and
UAVs. In each one he highlighted
how businesses can add to their
offering by moving up the value

can stimulate an industry, new
approaches to an old problem can
be truly disruptive.’
Lee had the perfect example in
Blockbuster, the home movie and
video game renter. At its peak
in 2004 Blockbuster employed

“. . . how businesses can add to their
offering by moving up the value chain
and by extending their services beyond
the provision and processing of data...”
chain and by extending their
services beyond the provision and
processing of data to include data
modelling, analysis and decision
making.
His latest message was a very
simple one but no less powerful:
‘constant change drives innovation.
But whilst incremental change

nearly 60,000 people but by 2010
it had filed for bankruptcy. Its
business model was based on
overdue fines generating a large
portion of its income; irrelevant in
a new era of meeting customer
needs through digital delivery
of entertainment. Perhaps this
model contributed to Blockbuster
missing a golden opportunity

in the late 90’s which saw the
company rejecting an opportunity
to get involved with a small
technology start up with big ideas
on delivery. That company was
Netflix, today with a market value
of $32.9 bn! Technology evolved,
but customers still just wanted
video content.
BOLD PROMISES V.
COMMERCIAL VIABILITY
Lee looked at the 2016 Gartner
hype cycle (www.gartner.com/
technology). This is a graphical
depiction of emerging technologies
where each hype cycle illustrates
the maturity and adoption of
technologies and applications and
how they are potentially relevant
to solving real business problems
and exploiting new opportunities.
In short, the Gartner hype cycle is
a useful tool for separating those
new technologies fuelled on bold
promises and hype from those that
are commercially viable.

>
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a software-defined GNSS receiver
which turns an Android device,
when partnered with a low-cost
Catalyst Antenna, into a highaccuracy GNSS receiver. Users
subscribe to the level of accuracy
needed with options costing from
£35 to £300 per month depending
on accuracy – cm, decimetre,
sub-metre or metre. Subscription
periods start at just one month.
This development is a sign of
things to come. Again, the need
remains but with a new delivery
model new markets can undertake
high accuracy field data capture in
a way that suits their requirements.

Sensor fusion: the SX10 scanning total station

Analysis of this hype cycle,
combined with research from
other sources such as the UNGGIM future trends in geospatial
information management report,
led Lee to highlight five key trends
in the field of geospatial data
capture technology. Here’s the
KOREC take on these five trends.
1. SENSOR FUSION
We saw it first on a small scale
with the Trimble Geo7X GNSS,
a high accuracy handheld with
a detachable laser rangefinder.
On a basic level this means just
one device to charge and take
into the field. On an operational
level it ensures greater accuracy
because the laser is positioned
exactly below the GPS rather then
handheld to the eye with the Geo7X
in the other. KOREC’s K-Mobile
on-board data collection software
automatically applies the offset
to the GPS and calculates height
and width measurements. In this
sensor fusion example, the field
worker’s need: a desire for accurate
offset measurements when it’s
not possible to physically occupy

a position has not changed; the
method of delivery has.
In 2016 further sensor fusion saw
the launch of the Trimble SX10

3. COST-EFFECTIVE DATA
COLLECTION – MOBILE
MAPPING
Whilst mobile mapping has been
with us for awhile, uptake has been
held back by cost and the belief
that systems are complicated to
install and operate. In 2015 Trimble
addressed this with the launch of
the MX7 mobile-mapping imaging

“. . . five key trends in the field of
geospatial data capture technology.”
Scanning Total Station, which
merges high-speed scanning,
enhanced imaging and high
accuracy survey robotics in a single
unit. This means that whole jobs
can be undertaken with a single
instrument, saving time and money
through improved efficiency.
2. THE RISE OF ‘AS A
SERVICE’
In particular, we are interested in
Saas, or Software as a Service, a
delivery model in which software
is licensed on a subscription basis
and centrally hosted. Released at
the end of 2016, Trimble’s Catalyst
highlights why this will be an
attractive proposition. Catalyst is

system, a fast and cost-effective
way to manage assets and
document site conditions with georeferenced images.
The development has initiated
K-SERVICES, a division of KOREC
that offers a mobile mapping data
collection and processing service.
High interest is reported from
those with a requirement for full
asset inventories, such as local
authorities, who wish to analyse
and manage their data but not
collect or process it.
However, mobile mapping systems
create a challenge in how best to
handle, manage, organise, store,
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and present the often vast amounts
of collected data. With this in mind,
KOREC’s software development
division has developed K-Asset,
a cost-effective web or desktopbased geospatial asset
management platform specifically
tailored towards getting the most
from mobile mapping system
datasets.
4. AUTOMATED PROCESSES
AND WORKFLOWS
Automated processes reduce
data handling, clicks and the
number of software packages
required to create a deliverable.
Software is key and a vital part of
an effective workflow. KOREC’s
in-house software development
division specialises in streamlining
application specific workflows.
Some of the developments we
carry out on behalf of customers
are tiny. We’ve recently been
working in the forestry sector
to take the headache out of
measuring tree girth by developing
a Bluetooth link between the
measurement calipers and
KOREC’s K-Mobile data capture
software running on a Trimble
Juno. The end result is that a
single click records the tree girth
measurement and wirelessly
transmits the reading to the Juno.
The whole process can now be
undertaken by a single field worker
in seconds.

technology and its implications for
the geospatial industry. Microsoft’s
Lorraine Bardeen focused on
how Trimble’s new SketchUp (3D

need for key stakeholders to fully
understand the infrastructure
of a project is vital. Holographic
visualisation will shake up future

“. . . HoloLens enables users to inhabit
and experience designs bringing them
to life and bridging the gap between
the digital and the physical.”
modelling software) Viewer for
Microsoft HoloLens enables users
to inhabit and experience designs
bringing them to life and bridging
the gap between the digital and the
physical.
We were delighted that Chris
Jackson, MD of Christian
Geomatics, became our first
customer to purchase a HoloLens
unit. Chris wants to allow his
customers to really visualise
their sites and inhabit them. The

collaborations. It’s early days but
we’re with Gartner on this one:
around five years before we see
main stream take-up and this
becoming a major BIM tool.
As we round up our KOREC view
on these trends, it’s useful to
conclude with one of the quotes
that Lee used in his presentation:
“Edison’s electric light did not
come about from the continuous
improvement of the candle. . .”
Owen Harari.

5. COLLABORATIVE
ENVIRONMENTS AND
VISUALISATION
Mixed reality technology enables
us to collaborate in real-time in the
immersive environment, fly around
project models, query entities
and measure. It’s an entirely new
way to experience project models
– holographically virtualised in
physical space.
At Trimble’s latest Dimensions
event in Las Vegas, the keynote
speech tackled Hololens

KOREC’s mapping as a service
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CASE STUDY

by LEICA REPORTER

Robotics, GNSS and tablet
speed quarry works
Using the latest hardware and Leica’s
Captivate software has helped Kent
contractor Gallagher Ltd deliver a complex
project on time.

Based in Kent, England Gallagher
Ltd is one of the area’s premier
building, civil engineering, quarrying
and property businesses. The
Gallagher Group started out in
1973 as a ground works contractor
and has since become a main
contractor, offering civil engineering,
property development, design &
build contracting and quarrying.
Gallagher has a long standing
partnership with Leica Geosystems,
having successfully used Leica
robotic total stations since the
TPS1100 model range. In June
2015 when the new Captivate range
was introduced, Gallagher was
keen to invest in the advantages
offered by this new technology. The
company is currently equipped with
17 Leica Captivate one-person kits
and a GNSS unit.
Gallagher was approached by their
client J & J Franks Ltd to work on
the Mercers South Quarry on the
Old Reigate Road in Betchworth,
Surrey. They were awarded the
contract for the construction of a
new site entrance to the quarry and
initial works were undertaken over
a two-month period. A diversion
was set up to allow pedestrians
and motorists to access the
villages either side of the access
way – a fundamental move to
maintain quarry activities.
SITE WORKS
The initial stages of the project
were to check for existing statutory

The Leica one-person Captivate GNSS unit (left) and TPS1100 total station (right).

services, adding to the challenges of
the job. Trial holes had to be dug in
order to check the depth of the site,
making sure the site entrance was
deep enough to put in the bell mouth
(site entrance). Using Leica Captivate
solutions meant better measurement
accuracy, providing even the smallest
of details, quickly and easily.
When setting out on this
project, positional accuracy was
paramount; it was crucial to
understand exactly where the
new works might clash with any
statutory services. The Leica Viva
TS16 and Viva GS14 were chosen
for this; with the GS14 also being
used for the basic cut-and-fill
operations. The Viva GS14 was
perfect for this scenario, as its
performance is purpose made
to deal with such demanding
environments and provides real
endurance in extreme temperatures
and weather conditions. Simple,
accurate and easy to use, the Viva
GS14 was partnered with the new
CS35 Tablet running Captivate
software and was connected to
SmartNet for reliable and accurate
GNSS RTK corrections.

The Viva TS16 ‘self learning’ oneperson total station was chosen
because of its versatility to adapt
to environmental conditions.
Running Leica Captivate software,
the existing conditions of the
quarry site could be surveyed
and recorded. This provided an
understanding of any potential
clashes with utilities. Using this
survey data, a 3D model was
produced of the site and the design
was determined for the new work.
This survey helped Gallagher to
decide on the best alignment for
the road. Then with the new design
and services, data was loaded onto
the Leica CS35 tablet and available
on-site in the 3D environment
within Captivate.
CHALLENGES
Making sure the existing statutory
services were deep enough not to
be damaged was imperative to the
project. The Captivate kit made
sure the setting out and allocation
of services was quick and easy.
Other obstacles included a
footpath which was in the way and
needed to be moved. Trees and
shrubbery surrounding the quarry
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also needed to be cut down. The
contract was completed within
tight time constraints to minimize
the disruption to local pedestrians
and motorists.
bENEFITS
The project started in July 2015
and the first part of the road was
completed in January 2016.
Gallagher is now returning the site
to complete the access road to
the permanent quarry office area.
It will then become a new fully
working quarry with access roads
and a new site entrance, benefiting
the community and providing new
opportunities to the area.
The Leica CS35 tablet offers more
than a conventional total station
controller, being a full Windows 8.1

computer, its capabilities for onsite
use are almost limitless; Gallagher
has already installed AutoCad and
their regular IT services on it. The
CS35 can be used for everything
from setting out and surveying, to
filling in check sheets, documenting
and photographing as-builts,
exchanging important data and
even emails. A complete solution
for any site engineer or surveyor.
“We wouldn’t have been able
to complete this construction
project for J & J Franks without the
excellent support and equipment
from Leica Geosystems”, says
Ken Mallinson, technical contracts
manager at Gallagher. “We chose
Leica Geosystems solutions for
our surveying jobs as we can
rely on the high quality of the

instrument and the accuracy of
the measurements. Furthermore
the support and excellent after
care received from their Technical
Support and Technical Service
teams are second to none”.

Pole-mounted
GNSS and CS35
Tablet running
Leica’s Captivate
software.

A SUPPLIER OF SURVEYING AND
LASER LEVELLING EQUIPMENT
0800 689 3145
sales@a1survey.net
A1 Survey Ltd, Unit 16 & 17,
Block C Western Industrial Estate,
Lon-y-llyn, Caerphilly, CF83 1BQ

www.a1survey.net
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GNSS RECEIVERS

by RICHARD GROOM

Galileo Operational!

But what about self-learning receivers?
Galileo receivers have been around
for a couple of years. However, now
the constellation is at last operational
there’s not much we can do with it,
explains Richard Groom. Meanwhile, we
have discovered many more receiver
manufacturers for readers to study.
Galileo: nearly there!

We seem to have been waiting
for Galileo for a very long time.
The editor recalls a conference
in November 2004 in Nice which
promised the constellation would
be operational within ten years. At
times the project appeared to be in
a state of terminal delay, not least
due to squabbles over the budget.
We have also had a launch that put
its payload into the wrong orbit and
more recently concerns about the
number of failing satellite clocks.
Indeed, you could have been
forgiven for not noticing that Galileo
was declared operational on 15th
December 2016. There are now
eighteen satellites with more due
for launch this year to complete the
27 satellite (plus three in reserve)
constellation.
So far as Joe/Jane Surveyor is
concerned this may be great
news but only if he/she has two
Galileo-enabled receivers for use
as base and rover. They should
see better performance and

higher accuracies. Galileo will only
sweep the geospatial business off
its feet when, in the UK at least,
Ordnance Survey refreshes its OS
Net receivers with GNSS-enabled
receivers so that the Galileo signals
can be used for static and network
RTK observations using OS Net
base stations.
NEW GEOID MODEL
OSTN15/OSGM15 were introduced
in August 2016 along with recomputation of the OS Net station
coordinates (v2009) and new
antenna models. This meant users
had to install OSTN15/OSGM15 on
every receiver and configure them
to receive the new data stream of
v2009 OSNet data. For more on
this see https://www.geomaticsworld.co.uk/magazine Jul/Aug issue
2016, which includes details of the
new geoid models as applied in
Ireland. The network RTK correction
service providers continued to
supply the old OSTN02/OSGM02

Leica’s self-learning GS16

OS Net v2001 data stream for a
while, to help users who were in the
middle of projects.
SELF-LEARNING RECEIVER
So in the world of hardware, what
has changed? This year we have
concentrated on the ‘survey grade’
receivers. Leica has brought out
a new ‘self-learning’ receiver, the
GS16. The self-learning involves
the receiver in picking out from
the increasing number of signals
which are available, those that will
give the most accurate result. We
have receivers from a number of
new (to Showcase) manufacturers
including CHC Navigation, Comnav
Technology, GENEQ, Hi-Target,
NovAtel, SatLab, Seabed, Settop
Survey, Tersus GNSS and Unicor
Communications. Study them
carefully to ensure they meet your
requirements.
Miniaturisation is also gathering
pace (good news for the UAV
operators); there are now some
GPS boards, which generally
weigh in at less than forty grams.
They are essential for unmanned
aerial systems as well as handheld
devices where a gram or two here
and there all reduces the payload.
• To see both more detailed and
more models of GNSS Receivers
go to Geo-matching.com
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GNSS RECEIVERS
CHC Navigation

Comnav Technology

GENEQ

Hi-Target

Leica

i80 GNSS

T300

G10

V90 PLUS RTK

GS08plus

1,22

0,95

1,45

3,2

2,85

COMPANY

PRODUCT NAME

SYSTEM
0,95

0,7

Total weight [kg]
POWER AND ENVIRONMENT

3,5

Typical consumption [W]

6

8

10

12

7

-40 to 75

-40 to 65

-30 to 60

-40 to 65

-40 to 65

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Humidity resistance

IP67

Y

IP67

IP67

IP68

Water, sand & dust proof

2 m (6.56 ft) pole drop

2 metres drop

2 metre drop

Designed to survive a

2m topple to hard

Shock and vibration proof

3m natural fall

surface, MIL-STD-

onto concrete, MIL
STD 81G

Operating time on internal power supply [hr]
Operating temperature range. [°C]

810G -514.6-Cat.24
PERFORMANCE

220

256

220

256

220

120
60 (on 2 freqs)

GPS: L1C/A, L1C,

GPS: L1,L2,L2C,L5;

L1C/A, L2C, L2E, L5

GPS, GLONASS,

L2C, L2E, L5.

BeiDou: B1, B2, B3;

L1C/A, L1P, L2C/A,

Galileo, BDS

GLONASS: L1C/

GLONASS L1, L2

L2P, L3 E1, E5A, E5B

A,L1P, L2C/A, L2P, L3.

No. channels
Max. simultaneous tracked channels

GPS,GLONASS,SBAS

Tracked satellite signals

(reserved) B1, B2

Galileo: E1, E5A, E5B.
BeiDou: B1, B2.
1

2

1

6

Reacqisition time [s]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

RTK Network Compatibility

0,25

0,25

0,3

0,25

0,25

HORIZONTAL UNCERTAINTY

code: DGNSS/RTC (constant part) [m]

1

1

1

1

0,008

0,01

0,01

0,008

10

phase: RTK kinematic (constant part) [m]

code: DGNSS/RTC (variable part) [ppm]

1

0,5

1

1

1

phase: RTK kinematic (variable part) [ppm]

0,0025

0,0025

0,005

0,0025

3

phase: static post processing (constant part) [m]

0,5

1

0,5

0,5

0,5

9

10

10

8

6

30

100

50

phase: static post processing (variable part) [ppm]
Initialization time on the fly [s]
Range on the fly [km]
RECORDING

Internal high speed

Internal flash

SD

SD card

256

4000

8000

Memory medium

memory
32000

Data capacity [Mb]
COMMUNICATIONS

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

Internal

Y

GSM; UMTS phone modems

Internal

Internal

No

Y

CDMA phone modems

Internal

External

No

PPS Out
Y

Bluetooth
Radio modems

Landline modems

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.2

2.X, 3.X

104

2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2

v2.x, v3.2MSM

RTCM standards for differential data

CMR, CMR+, sCMRx

CMR/CMR+

CMR/CMR+

CMR, CMR+, sCMRx

CMR and CMR+

CMR standards for differential data

NMEA0183

NMEA0183

NMEA-0183

NMEA output format
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COMPANY

PRODUCT NAME

Leica

Leica

NovAtel

NovAtel

NovAtel

GS16 Self learning

GR50 (Geod Ref

OEM7700

OEM719

FlexPak6D

Receiver)
0,93

2,01

0,031

0,031

0,315

3,1

0,9

0,9

1,9

7

24 (for backup)

-40 to 65

-40 to 65

-40 to 85

-40 to 85

-40 to 75

Humidity resistance

100%

100%

95%

95%

95%

Water, sand & dust proof

IP68

IP68

No

No

IEC 60529 IPX7

Yes

Yes

Shock 40 g, Random

Total weight [kg]
POWER AND ENVIRONMENT

Typical consumption [W]
Operating time on internal power supply [hr]
Operating temperature range. [°C]

Shock and vibration proof

2m topple to hard

1m drop to hard

surface, MIL-STD-

surface, MIL-STD-

Vib 7.7g, Sinusoidal

810G -514.6-Cat.24

810G -514.6-Cat.24

Vib 4g

555

555

GPS, GLONASS,

GPS, GLONASS,

PERFORMANCE

No. channels

555

555

120

Max. simultaneous tracked channels

Beidou, Galileo, QZSS, Beidou, Galileo, QZSS,
Tracked satellite signals

SBAS, L-band

SBAS

GPS:

GPS:

GPS: L1, L2, L2C;

L1,L1C,L2C,L2P,L5;

L1,L1C,L2C,L2P,L5;

GLONASS: L1, L2;

GLONASS:

GLONASS:

BeiDou: B1, B2;

L1,L2C,L2P,L3,L5;

L1,L2C,L2P,L3,L5;

Galileo: E1, E5b;

BeiDou: B1,B2,B3;

BeiDou: B1,B2,B3;

Galileo: E1,E5

Galileo: E1,E5

AltBOC,E5a,E5b,E6;

AltBOC,E5a,E5b,E6;

IRNSS; SBAS; QZSS

IRNSS; SBAS; QZSS

Reacqisition time [s]

4

0,5

0,5

0,5

RTK Network Compatibility

Y

Y

Y

Y

0,25

0,4

0,4

0,4

phase: RTK kinematic (constant part) [m]

8

0,01

0,01

0,01

phase: RTK kinematic (variable part) [ppm]

1

1

1

1

phase: static post processing (constant part) [m]

3

10

10

10

HORIZONTAL UNCERTAINTY

code: DGNSS/RTC (constant part) [m]
code: DGNSS/RTC (variable part) [ppm]

phase: static post processing (variable part) [ppm]
Initialization time on the fly [s]

0,1
4

Range on the fly [km]
RECORDING

SD card

SD card

8000

32000

Bluetooth

Y

Y

Memory medium

Data capacity [MB]
COMMUNICATIONS

PPS Out

Radio modems

Y

Y

GSM; UMTS phone modems

Y

Y

CDMA phone modems

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Landline modems
RTCM standards for differential data

v2.x, v3.2MSM

v2.x, v3.2MSM

2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3

2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3

2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1

CMR standards for differential data

CMR and CMR+

CMR and CMR+

CMR and CMR+

CMR and CMR+

CMR and CMR+

0184 v4.0

0184 v2.2

NMEA 0183

NMEA 0183

NMEA 0183

NMEA output format
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SatLab

Seabed

Settop Survey

Sokkia B.V.

Sokkia B.V.

Satlab Multi-

SGR7

Settop M1

GRX2

GCX2

PRODUCT NAME

0,6

1

0,375

Total weight [kg]

12,8

4

COMPANY

Purpose SLC
0,62

POWER AND ENVIRONMENT

-20 to 65

12

-40 to 75

-40 to 65

-20 to 63

100%

100%

Humidity resistance

IP67

IP67 (IEC

IP67

Water, sand & dust proof

IEC 68-2-27

60529:2001);

IP67

IP67

Typical consumption [W]

7,5

8

Operating time on internal power supply [hr]
Operating temperature range. [°C]

Shock and vibration proof

2m Pole Drop

PERFORMANCE

555

120

220

226

220

226

226

Max. simultaneous tracked channels

GPS : L1, L2, L2C,

GPS, GLONASS,

GPS: L1 C/A,

GPS: L1/L2

GPS L1 C/A, L1C,

GLONASS : L1, L2,

Galileo, Beidou, QZSS,

L2E,L2C, L5.

GLONASS: L1/L2

L2P, L2C. GLONASS

BEIDOU : B1, B2,

IRNSS

GLONASS: L1

GALILEO: E1

L1 C/A, L1P, L2 C/A,

GALILEO** : E1, E5b,

C/A, L1 P, L2 C/A

L2P. SBAS L1 C/A

QZSS : L1, L2C ,

(GLONASS M Only),

WAAS/MSAS/EGNOS.

L2 P.

SBAS : L1 C/A

L2C. GAGAN

1

Reacqisition time [s]

Y

Y

Y

1,5

0,25

0,5

0,4

0,01

0,008

0,01

0,01

1

1

1

1

Y

Tracked satellite signals

QZSS L1 C/A, L1C,

GALILEO:

Disabled2.

Y

No. channels

RTK Network Compatibility
HORIZONTAL UNCERTAINTY

1

code: DGNSS/RTC (variable part) [ppm]

0,003

phase: RTK kinematic (constant part) [m]
phase: RTK kinematic (variable part) [ppm]
phase: static post processing (constant part) [m]

0,5

phase: static post processing (variable part) [ppm]

10

10

code: DGNSS/RTC (constant part) [m]

Initialization time on the fly [s]
Range on the fly [km]
RECORDING

Internal memory

Internal

internal

32000

16000

1000

SD/SDHC card

Internal non-removable Memory medium
memory
8000

Data capacity [MB]
COMMUNICATIONS

Y

PPS Out

Y

Y

Y

Y

Bluetooth

internal UHF Radio

external

UHF (Tx/Rx)

N

Radio modems

3G internal

internal

Internal GSM/GPRS

N

GSM; UMTS phone modems

UMTS

Internal CDMA (US only)

N

CDMA phone modems

N

Landline modems

2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1

2.1; 2.2; 2.3; 3.0; 3.1

SC104 2.x, 3.x

RTCM standards for differential data

CMR, CMR+

CMR, CMR+

CMR

CRM/CMR+

CMR standards for differential data

NMEA 0183

NMEA-0183 GSV

version 2.1; 2.2; 2.3; 3.0

NMEA 0183 V2.x

NMEA output format

and 3.0
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COMPANY

PRODUCT NAME

Total weight [kg]

Spectra Precision

Tersus GNSS

Topcon Europe

Topcon Europe

Positioning

Positioning

GNSS RTK Kit BX306

GR-5

HiPer V
1

Tersus GNSS

Spectra Precision

Precis-BX316 RTK

SP60

Board/Rcvr

0,93

0,033

0,023

1,88

POWER AND ENVIRONMENT

2

2,8

4,2

4

10

0

0

14

7,5
-40 to 65

Typical consumption [W]
Operating time on internal power supply [hr]

-40 to 65

-40 to 60

-40 to 60

-30 to 70

Humidity resistance

100%

NA

N/A

95%

100%

Water, sand & dust proof

IP67

Yes

Yes

IP66

IP67 (IEC 60529:2001)

Shock and vibration proof

MIL-STD 810

Yes

Yes

2 metre pole drop

2 metre pole drop

240

192

196

226

226

192

196

112

112
GPS, GLONASS

Operating temperature range. [°C]

PERFORMANCE

No. channels
Max. simultaneous tracked channels

Tracked satellite signals

GPS L1C/A, L1P(Y),

GPS L1L2; Beidou

GPS L1L2; Beidou

GPS L1/L2/L5,

L2P(Y), L2C - GLONASS

B1B2; GLONASS

B1B2; GLONASS

GLONASS L1/L2,

L1C/A, L2C/A, L3 -

G1G2

G1G2

GALILEO, Beidou
(BDS)

BeiDou B1 (phase 2), B2
- Galileo E1, E5b - QZSS
L1C/A, L2C, L1SAIF SBAS L1C/A - L-band
Reacqisition time [s]

2

1

1

1

1

RTK Network Compatibility

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

0,25

0,5
0,01

HORIZONTAL UNCERTAINTY

0,25

0,3

0,03

code: DGNSS/RTC (variable part) [ppm]

1

1

1

phase: RTK kinematic (constant part) [m]

0,08

0,01

0,01

0,01

1

1

1

1

1

phase: static post processing (constant part) [m]

0,03

0,01

0,01

0,003

0,003

phase: static post processing (variable part) [ppm]

code: DGNSS/RTC (constant part) [m]

phase: RTK kinematic (variable part) [ppm]

0,5

1

1

0,5

0,5

Initialization time on the fly [s]

2

10

10

1

15

Range on the fly [km]

20

0

0

50

50

Internal Nand Flash

External SD Card

N/A

SD / SDHC

SD/SDHC card

256

0

0

PPS Out

N

Y

Y

Bluetooth

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

UHF, Bluetooth Long

External

External

Digit UHF; Satel UHF;

UHF (Tx/Rx), FH915+

NA

N/A

HSPA, CDMA, No

RECORDING

Memory medium

(removable)
Data capacity [MB]

32768

32768

COMMUNICATIONS

Radio modems

FH915+

Range
GSM; UMTS phone modems

No

Y

GSM
CDMA phone modems

CDMA for US

NA

N/A

via serial connection

2; 3

RTCM 2; RTCM 3

2.x; 3.0

2.1; 2.2; 2.3; 3.0; 3.1

CMR; CMR+

CMR; CMR+

CMR; CMR+

version 2.1; 2.2; 2.3;

version 2.1; 2.2; 2.3;

3.0

3.0

NA

2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1

Landline modems
RTCM standards for differential data

Internal CDMA (US only)

N/A

No

and 3.2
CMR standards for differential data

CMR, CMR+, CMRx,

CMR; CMR+

GGA; RMC; VTG;

sCMRx
NMEA output format

NMEA 0183

GGA; RMC; VTG;
GSV; GSA; GLL; ZDA

GSV; GSA; GLL; ZDA
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Topcon Europe

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Positioning

HiPer SR

Unicore

COMPANY

Communications

Trimble R10

Trimble R8s

Trimble R2

UM4B0 High

PRODUCT NAME

Precision Mod
0,85

2,09

1,52

1,08

0,008

2

5,1

3,2

4,95

1,8

15

5,5

5

5

0

-20 to 65

-40 to 65

-40 to 65

-20 to 55

-40 to 85

100%

100%

100%

100%

95%

Humidity resistance

Waterproof

IP67

IP67

IP65

N/A

Water, sand & dust proof

2 metre pole drop

MIL-STD-810F,

MIL-STD-810F,

MIL-STD-810G

MIL-STD-810

Shock and vibration proof

FIG.514.5C-1

FIG.514.5C-1

226

440

440

220

432

No. channels

226

440

440

220

224

Max. simultaneous tracked channels

GPS L1/L2, GLONASS

GPS (L1/L2/L5),

GPS L1C/A, L1C, L2C,

L1/L2 (GPS,

BDS B1/B2/B3 GPS

L1/l2, QZSS, SBAS

GLONASS (L1/L2/L3),

L2E, L5; GLONASS

GLONASS, Galileo,

L1/L2/L5 GLONASS

BeiDou (B1/B2/B3),

L1C/A, L1P, L2C/A,

BeiDou, QZSS)

L1/L2 Galileo E1/E5a/

GALILEO (E1, E5A,

L2P, L3; Galileo E1,

E5B), SBAS

E5A, E5B; BeiDou

Total weight [kg]
POWER AND ENVIRONMENT

Typical consumption [W]
Operating time on internal power supply [hr]
Operating temperature range. [°C]

PERFORMANCE

Tracked satellite signals

E5b

B1, B2
1

1

1

1

1

Reacqisition time [s]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

RTK Network Compatibility

0,4

0,25

0,25

0,25

0,3

1

1

1

1

code: DGNSS/RTC (variable part) [ppm]

0,01

0,008

0,008

0,01

0,01

phase: RTK kinematic (constant part) [m]

1

1

1

1

1

0,003

0,003

0,003

0,01

0,003

0,5

0,5

0,5

1

0,5

phase: static post processing (variable part) [ppm]

2

8

10

Initialization time on the fly [s]

50

30

30

30

100

Range on the fly [km]

Internal (Not

Internal

Internal

Internal

0

Memory medium

4096

56

56

0

Data capacity [MB]

N

N

N

Y

PPS Out

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Bluetooth

LongLINKTM Wireless

Internal

Internal

Internal Rx

N/A

Radio modems

Internal

Internal

External

N/A

GSM; UMTS phone modems

External

External

External

N/A

CDMA phone modems
Landline modems

HORIZONTAL UNCERTAINTY

code: DGNSS/RTC (constant part) [m]

phase: RTK kinematic (variable part) [ppm]
phase: static post processing (constant part) [m]

RECORDING

removable)
2048

COMMUNICATIONS

Communications
via serial connection /
Bluetooth
via serial connection /
Bluetooth
via serial connection

External

External

External

N/A

version 2.x; 3.x

2.1; 2.3; 3.0; 3.1

2.1; 2.3; 3.0; 3.1

2.x; 3.0

2.X/3.X

RTCM standards for differential data
CMR standards for differential data

CMR, CMR+, CMRx,
CMR; CMR+

CMR; CMR+; CMRx

CMR; CMR+; CMRx

RTCM 2.x, RTCM 3

CMR

version 2.1; 2.2; 2.3;

24 NMEA messages

23 NMEA messages

23 NMEA messages

NMEA-0183

NMEA output format

3.0
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MOBILE SCANNING

by RICHARD GROOM

Mobile Scanning &
Mapping Systems
The SLAM algorithm has spread to mobile scanning, while the handheld
ZEB has a new competitor. For more complex applications, Leica
Geosystems has recently upgraded its trolley-based and vehicle-mounted
systems, of which you can read more on page 27. In the meantime, take a
good look over the tables. They don’t include every system or option on the
market. To get more information you will need to go to geo-matching.com.

IT’S IN THE TRAJECTORY
Developments in Mobile Mapping
continue apace with systems
falling into two basic categories:
handheld or carried and vehicle or
trolley mounted. The problem to
be surmounted with most systems
is of course, surveying the sensor
position, particularly when GNSS
signals are not available. IMUs have
been used for this purpose for
several years but suffer from drift.
We are however continuing to see
improving outputs from inexpensive
MEMS sensors at considerably
lower costs than traditional
technology. Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
algorithms are being used on more
instruments, particularly for indoor
applications.
Although the popular focus is
on the scanner, the quality of

Leica’s
SiTrack:One rail

the trajectory, and particularly
evaluation of its quality, is perhaps
where buyers should direct their
attention.
MULTIPLATFORM
3D Laser Mapping’s ROBIN
was introduced last year and is
now marketed as a tool which
can operate interchangeably on
vehicles, backpacks and aircraft.
LEICA TROLLIES
As well as being a static laser
scanner, Leica’s P40 can be
mounted as a component of
its mobile mapping system
Pegasus:Two, as well as on its new
rail trolley SiTrack:One, which has a
specified accuracy of 8mm in plan
and 10mm in height. SiTrack:One
has Distance Measurement
Instrument (DMI) and wheel sensor
odometers. Other than SiTrack,

A competitor to ZEB-REVO, the ParacosmPX-80

Leica now has two ‘walking
pace’ scanning systems – Leica
Backpack and Proscan T-series.
The Proscan is a new trolleybased system and again, a P40
scanner can be mounted on it. The
trajectory can be surveyed using
GNSS or by total-station tracking.
HANDHELD DEVELOPMENTS
In the handheld scanning arena,
GeoSLAM has upgraded the
ZEB1 to ZEB-REVO. Its attraction
is the ability to walk up and down
stairs scanning as you go, so it is
particularly suited to surveying multistorey buildings – but its accuracy
specification is not suitable for all
purposes. The REVO offers higher
resolution scans and more accurate
positioning from SLAM. There is
also a new add-on – the ZEB-CAM,
for capturing imagery at the same
time as scanning.
Together with the backpack
systems, ZEB has a new
competitor in the market place in
the form of the Paracosm PX80. This handheld system uses
SLAM and an IMU to determine
the trajectory. A Velodyne VLP16 scanner collects the data and
cameras colourise the point cloud.

trolley is equipped
with laser distance
metres and wheel
odometers in
addition to a P40
scanner.

Faro meanwhile has recently
upgraded its Freestyle X handheld
scanner with enhanced accuracy,
boasting a 3D point accuracy of
less than 1mm.
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MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEMS
3d Laser mapping

applanix

imajing

Leica

roBin

timms

imajbox

Pegasus:two

Indoor, Outdoor

Indoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

COMPANY

Product name

Application
dimensions & environment

33x28x15cm

60x76x68 cm

2,5

51

Weight [kg]

-20

1

0

Min. Operation temp. [°C]

55

55

40

Max. Operation temp. [°C]

95

95

NOVATEL

Applanix POS LV

imajing

2

1

1

Various. See Applanix.

imajing

iMar FSAS

IMU: Brand and model

400

200

IMU update rate [kHz]

6

Size with case [cm]

Max. humidity [%]
Positioning

Mandatory for boat and rail

5

2
IGI MEMS IMU, +PRECISION

GNSS receiver: Brand and model
Number of antennas
Update rate of GNSS receiver

= FOG

Y

Integrated

Wheel sensor: Brand and model
Number of wheel sensors
camera system

Panoramic, 12mp and

See Applanix.

imajing

6

1

6 to 8

2

2050 x 2448

5.5 x 5.5 microns

Brand and model

18.4mp
1

Number of cameras
CCD size [.. x .. pixels]

110

82

3

4

10

RIEGL

See Applanix.

Leica P40

1

1

1 or 2

1350

130

240

Max Range [m]

360

300

290

Max. vertical field of view [deg]

1000

Max. measurement rate [kHz]

LAS

Binary LAS 1.2. X,Y,Z,

FoV per camera [deg]
8

Maximum frames/sec. per camera
Lidar sensor

1

Brand
Number of laser scanners
Min. Range [m]

1000

Export formats

intensity, RGB
controL unit

Integrated PC

Tablet or smartphone

Multi-core industrial PC

Computer
Processor

1000

250
Y

Size hard disk [Gb]
WiFi
I/O port(s)
oPeration

N

3,6

180

40

Max. speed [km/hr]

4

4

9

Operating time [hr]

Y

N

Built-in Stabilisation
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COMPANY

Product name

Leica

RIEGL LMS GmbH

RIEGL LMS GmbH

SABRE ADVANCED 3D

Pegasus_Backpack

RIEGL VMX-1HA

RIEGL VMZ-400i

SABRE-Scan mobile

Indoor / outdoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

Indoor, Outdoor

mapping
Application
Dimensions & Environment

Size with case [cm]

73x27x31 cm

50 x 32 x 28cm

11,5

98

24,1

Min. Operation temp. [°C]

0

0

-20

Max. Operation temp. [°C]

40

40

40

80

80

RIEGL VMX-MH

Trimble Applanix

Weight [kg]

Max. humidity [%]

7,6

Positioning

GNSS receiver: Brand and model
Number of antennas

1

Applanix – Trimble
2
5

Update rate of GNSS receiver
IMU: Brand and model

iMar FSAS

IMU update rate [kHz]

125

Wheel sensor: Brand and model

N/A

Applanix AP50

Trimble AP20

Applanix – Trimble
200

Applanix DMI

Applanix DMI (Rotary

Applanix – Trimble

Encoder)
Number of wheel sensors

1

1

1

Camera System

RIEGL VMX-CS6

Nikon DSLR

Point Grey Ladybug5

5

6

1

6

2046 x 2046

2452 x 2056

Brand and model
Number of cameras
CCD size [.. x .. pixels]

2048 x 2448
113,4

FoV per camera [deg]
Maximum frames/sec. per camera

2

9

10

Dual Velodyne VLP16

RIEGL VUX-1HA

RIEGL VZ-400i

FARO Focus3D

1

2

1

2

1,2

0,5

0,6

50

420

800

Lidar Sensor

Brand
Number of laser scanners
Min. Range [m]
Max Range [m]
Max. vertical field of view [deg]

270/30 per scanner

360

100

360

Max. measurement rate [kHz]

0,01

2000

1200

976

Binary LAS 1.2. X,Y,Z,

LAS, ASCII, interfaces to 3rd

intensity, RGB

party software

Multi-core Industrial PC

VMX-CU

Export formats

*.Pts, *.LAZ, *.LAS

Control Unit

Computer

2 x i7, Quad Core

Processor
Size hard disk [Gb]

Standard Laptop

1000

3750
N

WiFi

N

LAN,PPS + serial, USB 3.0,

I/O port(s)

DVI,
Operation

Max. speed [km/hr]

Walking pace

Operating time [hr]

4

Built-in Stabilisation

Y

Y
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MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEMS
Siteco and Faro

Teledyne Optech

Teledyne Optech

Topcon

Road-Scanner C

Maverick

Lynx SG-S

IP-S2 Compact+

Outdoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

60 x 60 x 60cm

55.9 x 45.7 x 25.4cm

84 x 74.9 x 115cm

45

9

42

35

Weight [kg]

0

0

-10

-10

Min. Operation temp. [°C]

45

43

40

40

Max. Operation temp. [°C]

COMPANY

Product name

Application
Dimensions & Environment

90

Size with case [cm]

95

Max. humidity [%]
Positioning

Trimble BD920

Novatel

2

Trimble Applanix

Topcon

GNSS receiver: Brand and model

2

1

Number of antennas

5

10

Update rate of GNSS receiver

Applanix AP Series

LN-200

Multiple options available

IMU: Brand and model

200

200

100

IMU update rate [kHz]

BEI

Trimble Applanix

Topcon

1

1

2

Wheel sensor: Brand and model

Number of wheel sensors
Camera System

Point Grey LadyBug 5

Point Grey Ladybug

6
2448 x 2048

Point Grey Ladybug

Point Grey

6

6

2448 x 2048

2048 x 2448

CCD size [.. x .. pixels]

324

FoV per camera [deg]

10

Maximum frames/sec. per camera

Brand and model
Number of cameras

Lidar Sensor

Faro Focus

Velodyne HDL-32

Optech

SICK

2

1

1

5

Brand
Number of laser scanners

1

2

330

250

80

Max Range [m]

360

360

Max. vertical field of view [deg]

600

150

Max. measurement rate [kHz]

LAS, BIN, PTS, XYZ...

LAS,LAZ,ASCII

LAS, TXT

MicroPC

External

Topcon Logging PC

Computer

Intel I7

Intel Core CPU@2.3Ghz

Core i7 Quad Core

Processor

1000

450

340
960

700

Min. Range [m]

Export formats

Control Unit

Size hard disk [Gb]

Y

Y

N

8

1Gb ethernet

USB3, FireWire, RJ-45,

WiFi
I/O port(s)

VGA, HDMI, eSATA
Operation

100

100

100

Max. speed [km/hr]
Operating time [hr]

Y

Y

Y

Built-in Stabilisation
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MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEMS
topcon

trimble

trimble

vexcel imaging gmbH

iP-s3 Hd1

trimble mX2

trimble mX7

ultracam mustang

Outdoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

26 x 16 x 12.1cm

82.8 x 45.9 x 24 cm

3

25

9

49

Min. Operation temp. [°C]

0

-10

0

-10

Max. Operation temp. [°C]

45

50

35

40

Topcon

Trimble

Trimble AP15

1

2

1

1

Applanix IN-Fusion

Novatel SPAN-CPT

200

0,2

0,1

Trimble

No wheel sensors

COMPANY

Product name

Application
dimensions & environment

Size with case [cm]
Weight [kg]

Max. humidity [%]
Positioning

GNSS receiver: Brand and model
Number of antennas

5

Update rate of GNSS receiver

Trimble

IMU: Brand and model
IMU update rate [kHz]
Wheel sensor: Brand and model
Number of wheel sensors

1

1

1

camera system

Point Grey

Brand and model
Number of cameras
CCD size [.. x .. pixels]

6

6

8000 x 4000

2048 x 2448

Vexcel Imaging
6

9
2752 x 2200

FoV per camera [deg]

113

Maximum frames/sec. per camera

10

8

Lidar sensor

Renishaw

Velodyne HDL-32E

1

2

1

Max Range [m]

100

250

Max. vertical field of view [deg]

30

360

40

72

0,01

Brand
Number of laser scanners

0,5

Min. Range [m]

Max. measurement rate [kHz]

70

LAS

Export formats
controL unit

Computer

Dell Latitude XFR E6420

Processor

Intel Core i5 and i7 Dual Core

4 Industrial PC Core i7,
SATA 6G

320

Size hard disk [Gb]

Y

WiFi

10
Y

N

70

100

120

Y

N

Y

USB 2.0, USB/eSATA

I/O port(s)

combo, RJ-45, Serial DB9
pin

oPeration

Max. speed [km/hr]

100

Operating time [hr]
Built-in Stabilisation
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MOBILE MAPPING

by RICHARD GROOM

Mobile Mapping chez Leica
Leica Geosystems’ mobile mapping day last year featured
the UK release of two new pieces of equipment and a refresh
for two others. The day was a mix of indoor presentations
and outdoor demonstrations, reports Richard Groom.

Leica ProScan is a new threewheeled trolley-based scanning
system with a P40 scanner, which
can be used indoors or outdoors.
Position fixing is by total-station
tracking and IMU both indoors
and outdoors. For outdoor work
a GNSS receiver is added. What
makes the system special is that,
when controlled using total-station
tracking, it can achieve a pointcloud accuracy of 5mm. This
means that it can compete with
static scanning and is potentially
much more productive in certain
situations. Example applications
include measurement of asphalt
courses during road construction
and survey of large relatively open
areas without steps – like factories.

ABA Surveying. The test involved
surveying the same length of track
as surveyed using the SiTrack
trolley with two Amberg trolleys
and a rail shoe observation at all
10m markers. He is making use of
observations to permanent survey
control, installed at 200m intervals,
to assess the control needs for a
SiTrack workflow. The hope is that
the DMIs will improve the accuracy
of chainage – a problem with
mechanical odometers, which slip
on the track. Because it is possible
to reverse-engineer the trajectory
of the trolley, it could encourage rail
engineers to order as-built surveys
– a key aspect of BIM. Will this be
a second generation trolley? We
wait to see.

RAIL TROLLIES
SiTrack:One is a rail trolley system.
It carries a P40 scanner, 1000Hz
IMU, spheres for self calibration,
an optional GNSS and two laser
odometers to measure distance
along the track. The system can
be fitted with pairs of lasers (DMI’s)
for each rail that measure the rail
shape (and therefore rail wear)
precisely. The system comes with a
suite of software for field operation,
data processing and analysis.

VEHICLE SCANNING
The Pegasus:Two and Pegasus
Backpack systems have both
been refreshed. Leica has sold
three Pegasus:Two’s in the UK and
claims that it is the most accurate
on the market when used with the
Z+F scanner. Users who already
have a P40 scanner can mount it
on Pegasus and there is a version
that uses Velodyne scanners. And
for those who just want to take
imagery, there is a camera-only
version.

Alan Barrow has been given the
task of assessing SiTrack:One
with the intention of getting it
approved for use on Network Rail.
This is work in progress, but he
was able to give an insight into
the tests. He has chosen a length
of London Overground between
Gospel Oak and Barking, which
has recently been surveyed by

The Pegasus:Two only carries
one scanner but the reasoning for
this seems logical: the roads are
now so congested that you need
more than one pass to survey a
motorway and, by observing, using
different scanner configurations
and in different directions, you
achieve denser point clouds and

data redundancy; and greater
chance of avoiding obstructions.
The point cloud can also be
constrained using ground control
points, which can control in plan,
height or 3D. For the future, Leica
is looking at adding external
sensors and a second Z+F scanner
– for rail applications only.

Leica mobile
mapping
SiTrackOne

Pegasus:Stream is a Pegasus:Two
combined with a ground
penetrating radar array towed
behind the vehicle. It collects GPR
data as well as observing point
clouds. Utilities up to 4-metres
deep can be surveyed, depending
on ground conditions. There is also
a pavement camera, for collecting
data on pavement defects.
SCANNING ON THE HOOF
The Leica Pegasus:Backpack
carries two Velodyne scanners:
one for point cloud data collection
and a second for position-fixing
when working indoors using SLAM,
the simultaneous localization
and mapping algorithm. There
is a GNSS receiver for positionfixing outside and both inside and
outside position fixing is aided by
an IMU. The quoted accuracy of
outdoor point clouds is 35mm
(2.5 σ) and for indoor point clouds
is 50mm (2.5 σ). The cameras
can be used for photogrammetric
observations. It is possible to
include control points in the post
processing of the data.
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TOTAL STATIONS

by RICHARD GROOM

Total Station. . . or scanner?
Total stations continue to be the surveyor’s
workhorse but Trimble have come along
with a total station that scans. . . or is it
a scanner that turns angles? The tables
which follow don’t include every total
station or option on the market, they are
representative only. To get more information
go to geo-matching.com.

Trimble’s SX10
appears in our Total
Station section but to
do it justice demands
a few words about its
scanning capabilities.
Its scan rate is 26,600
points per second, it
has a 360° × 300° field
of view and a 600m
scan range (350m to
Kodak Gray Card). A
full scan takes just 12
minutes. The system
Trimble’s amazing SX10 combines
includes four cameras
scanning, imagery and total station
– two parallel to the
functionality. It also heralds the day
telescope axis, one
when the telescope will disappear
coaxial and one for the
from the surveyor’s functions.
plummet. This is an
instrument that has no eyepiece so
you have to operate it from a tablet
controller. The only exception is a
plummet eyepiece for approximate
centring.
For those of us who grew up
having to look through the
eyepiece, operating completely
robotically could feel rather strange,
even disconcerting, but for those
who have become familiar with
working from the pole, I suspect it
could feel completely natural.
FASTER SCANNING
By definition scan registration
is derived from the position and
orientation computed from total
station observations, which makes
the SX10 comparable with Leica’s

MS60. The SX10 scanner is
twenty-two times faster than the
MS60 in its fastest mode, but still
falls well short of the million points
per second that most scanners can
offer. The claimed ranging precision
is more in line with scanners than
total stations and much lower than
the accuracy of MS60. What about
all those cameras? They can be
processed through Trimble’s Vision
system. They are all calibrated so
measurements can be taken.
This is certainly no ‘consumergrade’ instrument and, being
robotic, I would be terrified firstly
of it breaking down, secondly of
it falling off a tripod and thirdly of
losing it to thieves. When it comes
to maintenance plans, there are
many options, but regarding
the third fear, although Trimble’s
website mentions tracking and
theft deterrence in passing, there is
precious little detail.
WOT – NO EYEPIECE!
The SX10 shares the ‘no eyepiece’
concept with Topcon’s LN-100.
Topcon brought out their GT range
of instruments last August. The
company claims that these are the
fastest, most powerful instruments
with the smallest and lightest form
factor yet. The source of this speed
advancement is found “underneath
the hood” through advanced
ultrasonic motors. Compact and

efficient, the motors transform
sound into energy to power both
horizontal and vertical rotation
– smooth and fast. Plus, the GT
offers three-year instrument and
five-year motor warranties.
SMOOTH SOKKIA
Sokkia has introduced two total
stations recently – the iX and
the CX series. The iX are robotic
total stations that promise the
smoothest and most accurate
prism-tracking possible and
are smaller and lighter than
previous instruments. They are
now compatible with Autodesk’s
BIM360 Layout application, which
connects the coordinated model to
the field layout process.
When it comes to equipment
maintenance and security, it seems
hard to beat Topcon/Sokkia’s
TSshield, which enables the user
to disable the instrument remotely
as well as track it. It also removes
the hassle of firmware upgrades
by sending them directly to the
instrument.
GEOMAX ZOOMS
GeoMax’s Zoom 90 total station
has all the features you would
expect from a robotic total station
but with the possibility of easily
including GNSS when used in
conjunction with the GeoMax
X-pole.

Sokkia’s new iX series are smaller, lighter
and robotic. They are also compatible with
Autodesk’s BIM360 Layout application.

GeoMax’s Zoom 90 total station
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TOTAL STATIONS
geoland

geoMax

geoMax

Leica

Leica

COMPANY

geT-122cr6

Zoom 35 Pro Series

Zoom 90 robotic

TS09plus

TS16i

ProducTnAMe

5,5

4,2

5,3

5,1

6

2

5,3,2,1

5,2,1

5,3,2,1

5,3,2,1

1

1

0,1

0,1

0,1

2

2

1

1,5

1

Standard deviation: constant part [mm]

2

2

1,5

2

1,5

Standard deviation: variable part [ppm}

0,1

0,1

5000

3500/1000

Weight [kg]
Angular Standard deviation [arcsec]
Angle Division [arcsec]
dISTAnce MeASureMenT wITh PrISM

Division [mm]
3500

3500 (standard mode)

3500

Maximum range to 1 prism [m]
dISTAnce MeASureMenT wIThouT PrISM

5

3

2

2

2

Standard deviation: constant part [mm]

3

2

2

2

2

Standard deviation: variable part [ppm]

1000

1000 option

600 (10000 option)

500 (reﬂect’ty not stated)

Maximum range to Kodak gray [m]
AuToMATIc TrAckIng And LockIng

1000

1500

1

5,3,2,1

Automatic aiming uncertainty [arcsec]

Y, range 800m

Y, range 300m

Tracking and recovery of moving prism

Maximum range [m]

connecTIvITy

Y

Y

Y

Y

Optional

Y (LR)

150m

450 to 550m

N

WLAN

N
Y

N

N

N

RS-232 /422 Serial [Y/N]
Bluetooth {Y/N}
WiFi [Y/N]
Radio [Y/N]
uSer InTerfAce

192x96

640x480

320x240

800x400

Y

Y

Y

Color display

5”

Screen size: length of diagonal [inches]

Y

Touchscreen

3,5
Y

Y

Resolution [px rows x columns]

oPerATIon

-20 to 50

-35 to 50 (arctic ver)

-20 to 50

54

54

55

55

55

IP dust/water protection class [IP]

16

9

7 to 10

30

8

Max. operation time on one battery [hr]

-20 to 50

Working temperature range [C°]

InTegrATed LASer ScAnnIng

N

N

Integrated laser scanning available [Y/N]
Scan speed [points / second]
Angular interval of scan points [arcsec]
MISceLLAneouS

Y

N

Y

Y

Laser plummet

Y

Y

Y

Guide light

Y (with X-Pole)

N

Y

Integration with GNSS receiver possible [Y/N]

N

N

Y

Integrated camera available [Y/N]
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COMPANY

Leica

Sokkia B.v.

Sokkia B.v.

Spectra Precision

Topcon

ProducTnAMe

TS60

cX Series

SX Series

Focus 35

IS-3 Series

7,7

5,6

6,9

10,5

7,2

1

1

1

1

5,3,1

1

1

0,5

1

Weight [kg]
Angular Standard deviation [arcsec]
Angle Division [arcsec]
dISTAnce MeASureMenT wITh PrISM

Standard deviation: constant part [mm]

1

2

1,5

2

2

Standard deviation: variable part [ppm}

1,5

2

2

2

2

1

1

0,1

0,2

10000

5000

6000

4000

3000

Standard deviation: constant part [mm]

2

3

2

3

3

Standard deviation: variable part [ppm]

2

2

2

2

2

2000

500

1000

400

250 (2000m option)

1500

1000

800

1000

Automatic aiming uncertainty [arcsec]

1

2,5

2

2

Tracking and recovery of moving prism

Y, range 300m

Division [mm]
Maximum range to 1 prism [m]
dISTAnce MeASureMenT wIThouT PrISM

Maximum range to Kodak gray [m]
AuToMATIc TrAckIng And LockIng

Maximum range [m]

connecTIvITy

RS-232 /422 Serial [Y/N]
Bluetooth {Y/N}
WiFi [Y/N]

Y

Y

450 to 550m

Y

WLAN

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

3.6

3,5
Y

Radio [Y/N]
uSer InTerfAce

Resolution [px rows x columns]
Color display

Y

Screen size: length of diagonal [inches]

5

Touchscreen

Y

Y

3,5

oPerATIon

-20 to 50

-20 to 50

IP dust/water protection class [IP]

65

55

54

Max. operation time on one battery [hr]

9

6

4

Y

N

Y

1 to 1000 Hz

N

Working temperature range [C°]

36

4

InTegrATed LASer ScAnnIng

Integrated laser scanning available [Y/N]
Scan speed [points / second]

N

Angular interval of scan points [arcsec]
MISceLLAneouS

N

Laser plummet
Guide light

Y

Y

Integration with GNSS receiver possible [Y/N]

Y

Y

Y

Integrated camera available [Y/N]

Y

N

Y
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TOTAL STATIONS
Topcon

Topcon

Trimble

Trimble

MS AX II series

PS Series

Trimble S9

SX10 Scanning Total Station

0,7

7

5,6

7,5

0,5

1

0,5

1

0,1

0,5

0,1

0,1

0,8

1,5

0,8

1

Standard deviation: constant part [mm]

1

2

1

1,5

Standard deviation: variable part [ppm}

0,01

0,1

0,1

0,1

Division [mm]

3500

6000

5500

5500

COMPANY

Productname

Weight [kg]
Angular Standard deviation [arcsec]
Angle Division [arcsec]
Distance Measurement with Prism

Maximum range to 1 prism [m]
Distance Measurement without Prism

1

2

2

2

Standard deviation: constant part [mm]

1

2

2

2

Standard deviation: variable part [ppm]

200

not applicable

1000

500

Maximum range to Kodak gray [m]
Automatic Tracking and Locking

1000

1000

800

800

1

1

1

1

Automatic aiming uncertainty [arcsec]

Y

Y

Y

N

Tracking and recovery of moving prism

Maximum range [m]

Connectivity

Y

Y

Y

N

RS-232 /422 Serial [Y/N]

Y

Y

Y

N

Bluetooth {Y/N}

N

Y

WiFi [Y/N]

Y

Y

Radio [Y/N]
User Interface

307 x 200

Resolution [px rows x columns]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Color display

3,7

3,5

4,4

--

Screen size: length of diagonal [inches]

Y

Y

Y

Y

Touchscreen
Operation

-20 to 50

-20 to 50

not spec to 50

–20 to 50

65

65

65

55

4

6

6,5

3 hours

Working temperature range [C°]
IP dust/water protection class [IP]
Max. operation time on one battery [hr]
Integrated Laser Scanning

Y

Y

18

26,600 Hz

user configurable

--

Integrated laser scanning available [Y/N]
Scan speed [points / second]
Angular interval of scan points [arcsec]
Miscellaneous

Y

Y

N

Laser plummet

Y

Y

N

Guide light

Y

Y

Y

Integration with GNSS receiver possible [Y/N]

Y

Y

Integrated camera available [Y/N]
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by STEPHEN BOOTH

Topcon’s Elite show at
Olympic Park
We recently saw how Topcon’s Elite software suite integrated with the
company’s latest hardware. The venue was next to the structural steel
eyesore, or elegant sculpture, depending on your point of view, known by
the snappy title of the AcelorMittal Orbit. Reaching it involves a hard trek
from Stratford Station through the temptations of the Westfield shopping
centre, paying close attention to easily missed signs.

In the September/October issue
of GW we reported on Topcon’s
new suite of integrated hardware
and software aimed at survey
professionals. Last November we
had the opportunity of hearing in
more detail what this suite can do
from Topcon’s Peter Roberts and
Mark Billingsley, senior trainer
for the company’s geospatial and
construction division.

see how Topcon’s solution can help
that process along.

In an era when clients expect to
give surveyors the CAD design
drawing so that they can take it to
site for setting out, Roberts has a
vision of elevating the site surveyor
from “peg basher” to site data
manager through software. So let’s

As previously reported, Elite relies
on Topcon’s MAGNET enterprise
software, now in version 4.0. The
current hardware line-up for Elite
includes the new GT series of total
stations, a six-model range with
ultrasonic motors, bright colour
touch displays and integrated
cellular modems. Next is the
Hybrid GNSS, a 452-channel
receiver that weighs just 1kg and
can be used as a network rover
or base station. Then there is the
FC5000 controller, a rugged tablet
running Windows 10 with a 4G
SIM card. Topcon has also recently

Topcon’s FC5000 handheld and Hybrid

Not everyone’s cup of tea, the intriguing

GNSS on the pole.

and puzzling AcelorMittal Orbit sculpture by
Sir Anish Kapoor

introduced a tilt function for their
detail pole (up to 15° out of vertical
will be automatically corrected).
CONNECTING FIELD TO
OFFICE
MAGNET, described as a cloud
solution for the enterprise, is the
way that Topcon connects the field
with the office environment. With a
cellular link and Wi-fi between the
field elements, transferring data
should be a breeze. Mark Billingsley
regards the system in the same
way as an iPhone: you take a photo
and instantly it goes to the iCloud,
enabling anyone with permission
to view it in their browser. “It’s a
three-way communication – field,
cloud, office. It gives simultaneous
access to a data file to anyone
working anywhere in the world with
an internet connection.”
Demonstrating the system,
Billingsley showed how a user’s
access is defined by a specific
email address. Uploading is simple
and follows similar principles
to Dropbox. Files are set up for
each project: clicking on a project
immediately syncs the user with
that project, enabling data to be
transferred. The survey itself can be
viewed, checked and overlaid on
background imagery or mapping.
Once uploaded, the system can
send an SMS message to others in
the project loop. It is also possible
for users to see who else is
currently online. A “chat” message
appears on the controller, rather
than a personal mobile, which may
be switched off.
ICON DRIVEN
Like most solutions these days
MAGNET Office is very much

N
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H

icon driven through a series of
apps. Billingsley regards it as “the
glue that brings the hardware
and software together”. Core
apps are the Data Manager and
Map, which georeferences the
survey. “What MAGNET gives
you”, he says, “is reporting and
visualisation of the survey.”
Data is viewed in a spreadsheet
environment. The reporting
functionality also includes
productivity, enabling managers
to see how productive the survey
crew were by identifying points
over time, distance and the
sequence in which they were
captured. You are being watched!
Once in the cloud, the raw data
can be processed and checked
for integrity before going into a

CAD file (Bentley or Autodesk).
Observations are identified by
whether they came from GNSS or
optical readings.
The Roads app which Billingsley
demoed is a comprehensive design
tool that includes plan, profile
and cross-section views plus
intersections, sub-grades, cut &
fill volume comparisons and even
3D fly-through simulations. From
there the survey can be smoothed,
kerbs added, cross-sections
created at defined intervals, etc.
Once finished, the file can be sent
to a client, back to the field for
setting out or to a machine-control
system.
Topcon uses their own unique file
format across all the company’s

platforms. Known as TP3, it
enables data as diverse as
localisation, GPS calibration, a
road, points indeed any entity
which goes in a design file, to be
incorporated within one file. It is
used across Topcon’s portfolio of
apps – topo, mass data collection,
UAVs, static scanning, drainage,
railway design, BIM visualisation
and more.
Despite the trek to find the venue,
the Elite suite and MAGNET Office
offer a comprehensive all-included
approach to site survey and
design which clearly integrates
all the elements in creating a
BIM-ready project design for
construction. Topcon will be
hoping that it is a magnet for
surveyors.

Higher Ground: Learning from the East Japan Tsunami
and Meltdown at Fukushima NPS
“In this remarkable book Professor Murai brings to bear not only his
professional expertise but also his compassion for those who suffered.”

ecial
eoSff2pe1r 2,9
0%
0
discount!*

Extraordinary eye-witness accounts of heroism and survival, suffering, terror and death, are appended
bij ‘Memos’ listing the relevant statistics and ‘Lessons’ in which the author distils the cardinal mistakes
and ways of correcting them for the future.
About the author:
Shunji Murai, professor emeritus at Tokyo University, current president of the Japanese
Association of Surveyors and chairman of the editing committee of a book on Human
Beings and Disaster.

“His narrative approach
is deeply human”
Order your own copy now at:
Order your own copy now at:
www.geomares.nl/product/www.gim-international.com
Simply enter the coupon code: HGR20 (discount will be deducted automatically)
No MG001

http://bit.ly/murai

Naamloos-57 1

*valid until June 1, 2014
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TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS

by RICHARD GROOM

Laser Scanning:
another step change
Less noise, better cameras, faster
registration and some potentially gamechanging new scanners with new sales’
models as devices get lighter and easier to
use. But what is a ‘Blue Workflow’? To learn
more about Mobile Scanning turn to page 22.

Some years ago Faro brought
out a scanner that weighed a few
kilogrammes. Not only was it much
lighter than the competition but
it was also substantially cheaper.
The last few months have seen the
launch of Leica’s BLK360 scanner
in conjunction with Autodesk and
there has been another step down
in size and price.
Look on Leica’s UK website and
you will find very little information
about the BLK360 but there is a
link to Autodesk’s site and then on
to Leica-geosystems.com, where
the BLK sits with the DISTO range.
Here there is more information,
a spec sheet and a list price of
$15,990. As ever, it is a good
idea to add on the accessories
to reach a more realistic price.
The BLK360 will be bundled with
Autodesk’s ReCap360 Pro, a reality
capturing software, and an app
for the iPad to control the scanner.
So the marketing model is to drive
customers to Autodesk software
with all data stored in Autodesk’s

Z+F’s Imager 5016
is lighter than
previous models
and comes with
‘Blue Workflow’ for
when there’s a gap
in the clouds.

Teamed with Autodesk, Leica’s BLK360 scanner is part of a new model for buying a scanner.
Don’t forget to factor in add-ons like an iPad.

cloud. The first year’s subscription
is free.
The BLK’s range accuracy is stated
as 4mm at 10m and 7mm at 20m,
which implies an accuracy of more
like 20mm at the instrument’s
maximum range of 60m. The
BLK’s launch was followed by a
similarly minimalist device from
NCTech for $13,000. It seems
inevitable that the appearance of
these instruments will result in more
do-it-yourself surveying from the
architects, engineers, draftsmen
etc but will surveyors buy these
inexpensive scanners?
With its X series scanners, Faro
can perhaps be judged to have
come of age. Issues with excessive
noise at longer ranges have been
dealt with and the company
has captured a large chunk of
the market. Faro’s latest release
is the M70 with an IP54 rating
and marketed for forensics and
construction BIM applications.
ASSISTED REGISTRATION
Other companies have caught on
to some of Faro’s technological
innovations. And so, Z+F’s new
scanner, the Imager 5016 weighs
much less than previous models
and is only slightly heavier than a

Faro; it takes positioning a stage
further with its ‘Blue Workflow’.
This is a series of optimised work
steps for surveying and processing
data which enable point clouds to
be registered, checked, edited and
evaluated in the field. So if a gap in
the clouds becomes apparent, the
surveyor can take additional scans
there and then. The new scanner
includes an HDR camera together
with LED lighting so that it can
operate in the darkest of places.
The Z+F brochure also states that
the 5016 is a Class 1 laser, which
prompted a look at the others and
it transpires that, seemingly by
stealth, almost all instruments are
now Class 1 eye-safe.
Teledyne Optech has just introduced
their Polaris range of three
instruments. The TLS-250 is for highspeed short ranges, the TLS-750
is billed as flexible and then there
is the long range TLS-1600. It also
includes various sensors to aid the
registration process.
Topcon has a range of three
scanners for short, medium and
long range. They each have a
wide-angle camera and a telephoto
camera, which is coaxial with the
measuring axis.
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TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
FARO

FARO

FARO

Geomax

Leica

Focus 3D X30

Focus 3D X130

Focus 3D X330

SPS Zoom 300

P40

5,2

5,2

5,2

12,25

12,25

COMPANY

Product name

Total weight [kg]
Laser Ranger

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

Range measurement principle

1550

1550

1550

905

1550

Wavelength [nm]

1

1

1

1

1

0,6

0,6

0,6

2,5

0,4

Min. Range [m]

30

130

330

300

270

Max. Range [m]

3

3

3

3

0.5mm @ 50m

Laser safety classification

Range uncertainty (constant part) [mm]

2

2

2

2,25

2,25

2,25

12

3,5

Beam diameter at exit [mm]

0,19

0,19

0,19

0,5

0,23

Beam divergence [mrad]

19

19

19

37

Spot at 50 m distance [mm]

19

19

19

16

Intensity recording [bits]

19

19

19

1

Hits per point before averaging

300

300

300

90

290

Max. vertical field of view [deg]

360

Max. horizontal field of view [deg]

Range uncertainty (variable part) [ppm]

Scanning Characteristics

360

360

360

360

0,009

0,009

0,009

0,0225

Min. horizontal step size [deg]

0,009

0,009

0,009

0,0225

Min. vertical step size [deg]

0,009

0,009

0,009

0,009

0,009

0,009

97

97

97

40

5

5

5

-10

40

40

40

50

Uncertainty of horiz step size [deg]
Uncertainty of verti step size [deg]
Max. measurement rate [kHz]
Operation Characteristics

-20

Operating temperature: min. [°C]

50

Operating temperature: max. [°C]

95% non-condensing
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

internal

internal

internal

Li-ion

Li-ion

4,5

4,5

4,5

4

5.5 (2 batteries)

65

Humidity range [%]

Y, HDR, Px size 2.2μm Internal Camera
Y

Control panel built in

54

IP Rating

Accuracy 1.5”

Dual Axis Compensation
Power

Battery type
Scan time per battery [hours]
Peripherals

Y

Y

Y

-

JPEG

JPEG

JPEG

-

integrated touch

integrated touch

integrated touch

screen

screen

screen

height sensor,

height sensor,

height sensor,

compass

compass, GPS

compass, GPS

Range also includes

Range also includes

Range also includes

Focus 3D 150, 70,

Focus 3D 150, 70,

Focus 3D 150, 70,

X130 HDR, X330 HDR

X130 HDR, X330 HDR

X130 HDR, X330 HDR

GNSS, tilt sensor

Canon EOS supported External Camera
Export formats of camera image
On-board or remote

User interface

Range also includes

Additional sensors

P30, P16, C5 and C10
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COMPANY

Product name

Total weight [kg]

Leica

neptec

riegL Lms gmbh

riegL Lms gmbh

teledyne optech

BLK360

opal Performance 3d

riegL VZ-6000

riegL VZ-400i

iLris-Lr

1

12,7

14,5

9,7

21

pulse

pulse

pulse

pulse

Laser ranger

Range measurement principle
Wavelength [nm]
Laser safety classification
Min. Range [m]

830

1550

1064

1

1

3B

1

3R

0,6

1

5

0,5

3

60

4000

6000

800

3000

Range uncertainty (constant part) [mm]

4mm @ 10m, 7mm

5

15

5

7

Range uncertainty (variable part) [ppm]

@ 20m

10
16

6,5

9,2

0,12

0,35

Max. Range [m]

Beam diameter at exit [mm]
0,6

Beam divergence [mrad]
Spot at 50 m distance [mm]

17

Intensity recording [bits]

16

12
16

24
1

Hits per point before averaging
scanning characteristics

Max. vertical field of view [deg]

300

120

Max. horizontal field of view [deg]

360

120

60

100

360

360

360

360

0,002

0,0015

0,001146

Min. vertical step size [deg]

0,002

0,0007

0,001146

Uncertainty of horiz step size [deg]

0,0005

0,0005

0,004584

Min. horizontal step size [deg]

0,0005

0,0007

0,004584

360

300

300

1200

10

Operating temperature: min. [°C]

5

-40

-20

-20

0

Operating temperature: max. [°C]

40

65

40

40

40

90

80

80

95

Uncertainty of verti step size [deg]
Max. measurement rate [kHz]
oPeration characteristics

Humidity range [%]
Internal Camera
Control panel built in
IP Rating

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N (iPad)

N

Y

Y

Y

54

67

64

64

64

Y

Y

N

Dual Axis Compensation
Power

Battery type
Scan time per battery [hours]

Li-ion

external

external

external

external

>40 set-ups

5

3

4,5

5

PeriPheraLs

N

Y

Y

Y

N/A

JPEG, TIFF, RAW

JPEG, TIFF, RAW

JPEG, TIFF, RAW

Ethernet

integrated, tablet, PC,

integ touchscreen,

PC

terminal

tablet, PC

Comes with 15MPx

Inclination sensors,

orientation sensors

3 camera system +

SyncTimer, GNSS

(MEMS), GNSS

thermal

receiver, Compass,

Receiver. SyncTimer,

Range also includes

Laser Plummet

Laser Plummet

External Camera
Export formats of camera image
User interface

Additional sensors

controlled from iPad

INS, GPS

P30, P16, C5 and C10
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TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNERS
Teledyne Optech

Topcon

Trimble

Zoller + Fröhlich

Polaris

GLS-2000

Trimble TX8

Z+F IMAGER 5016

12

10

11

16.5 (with batts)

Zoller + Fröhlich

COMPANY

Z+F IMAGER 5010X Product name
11 (with batt)

Total weight [kg]
Laser Ranger

pulse

phrase and pulse

pulse

Phase

Phase

Range measurement principle

1550

1064

1500

1500

1500

Wavelength [nm]

1M

Selectable 1M or 3R

1

1

2

1

0,6

1600

350

340

7

3,5

2

10

4

360

1

Laser safety classification

0,3

Min. Range [m]

187

Max. Range [m]

3.3mm@100m (Grey)

Range uncertainty (constant part) [mm]
Range uncertainty (variable part) [ppm]

0,35
23

3,5

Beam diameter at exit [mm]

0,3

Beam divergence [mrad]

4

Spot at 50 m distance [mm]

12

Intensity recording [bits]
1

Hits per point before averaging
Scanning Characteristics

120

270

317

320

360

360

360

360

0,00229
0,00229

320

Max. vertical field of view [deg]

360

Max. horizontal field of view [deg]

0,0002

Min. horizontal step size [deg]

0,0004

Min. vertical step size [deg]

0.007 RMS

Uncertainty of horiz step size [deg]

0.007 RMS

Uncertainty of verti step size [deg]

500

120

1000

1000

1000

-10

-5

0

-10

-10

Operating temperature: min. [°C]

50

45

40

45

45

Operating temperature: max. [°C]

Max. measurement rate [kHz]
Operation Characteristics

95

non condensing

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Full HDR

54

Full HDR

Humidity range [%]
Internal Camera

Y

Control panel built in

53

IP Rating

Y

Dual Axis Compensation
Power

Internal (Opt Ext)

external and internal

internal

2

4

2,5

Battery type
3

Scan time per battery [hours]
Peripherals

Y

N

Y

jpeg, tiff, raw

JPG

BMP; JPEG
On board

sunlight visible,

VGA Color Touch

resistive single touch

Display

Inclination sensor,

WLAN-Ready, TSshield

internal GPS,

-Ready

compass, laser
plummet, sync timer

Inclination sensor

External Camera
Export formats of camera image
Support for remote

User interface

GPS, IMU, C’pass,

GPS, IMU, C’pass,

Additional sensors

Baro

Baro

Assisted registr

Top of range inst,
assisted registr
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UAV SURVEYS CASE STUDIES

3D modelling with rotary
drone technology
The demand for more sophisticated deliverables, often in the form of 3D
models, is on the rise and whilst many survey practices successfully meet
this need through 3D laser scanning, they can further differentiate their
business by ‘adding value’ through data integration.

In a previous articles (Showcase
2016 No 2) we looked at examples
of how surveyors are now providing
deliverables by combining highly
accurate and detailed 3D scan
data with aerial imagery collected
by a fixed-wing drone.

work in otherwise inaccessible
areas. For surveyors to deliver a
comparable level of accuracy in
these areas is challenging. One
solution is to integrate 3D laser
scans with aerial imagery using a
rotary drone.

However, whilst laser scanning is
a useful methodology in situations
such as this, it is difficult for work
such as roof top inspections, above
or under bridges and for inspection

Rotary drones are good at
capturing high-resolution mm
per pixel imagery. Additionally,
drones with proximity sensors,
such as senseFly’s albris, are able

to provide situational awareness
to operate close to structures
and surfaces, even in confined
environments. This enables them
to achieve sub-millimetre image
resolutions without the movement
issues caused by zooming in from
afar. The sensor head of the albris
particularly lends itself to inspection
work because its camera can be
rotated through 180°.
Let’s take a look at some case
studies but first take a look at the
table below to check suitability of
fixed-wing or rotary drones.
CASE STUDY 1 – Roof
survey integrates drone
data with scan data
Quantity Survey Management
(QSM) is a multidisciplinary building
consultancy offering a range
of building surveying, project
management, design and aerial
surveying services nationwide. A
company needed to produce a 3D
laser scan, internal and external, of
a factory in the north of England.
On completion, the scan would
be used to provide 3D drawings
for redevelopment work. However,
with no safe access to the top of
the building, they contacted QSM
to undertake a drone survey of
the roof with a view to using the
captured aerial imagery to produce
a .LAS point cloud to 10mm GSD
(ground sampling distance) tied to
their existing survey grid. The two
datasets would then be combined
into an overall 3D point cloud
model.
Using a senseFly albris and
under the guidance of technical
operations director John Cusack,
a high accuracy point cloud
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generated from aerial imagery
would be the perfect way to
supplement the existing 3D laser
scan. Using eMotion flight planning
and control software, QSM planned
three autonomous missions
to survey the roof and capture
building elevations for cross
checking with existing scan data.
The three missions would comprise
a high level flight at 50m, a low
level flight at 30m and a POI (point
of interest) flight.

The 38MPx camera on the albris allowed QSM to fly high enough at the boundaries of the site
to capture the level of detail required but still maintain separation.

On site, QSM established a
network of seven ground control
points tied into their client’s existing
survey network. Although the
site was bordered by residential
properties, QSM was able to
fly the albris high enough at the
boundaries of the site to maintain
the legally required 50m separation
distance, whilst still capturing the
level of detail required with the
38MPx camera. Post flight, the
processing was undertaken using
Pix4Dmapper and the model
calibrated to the client’s local
survey grid referenced to OSBG36.
The primary deliverable was a
.LAS point cloud file, which was
then integrated into the existing
laser-scan data of the elevations
and internal areas to produce a full
3D point cloud of the site. The final
output was a set of 3D drawings.
Whilst the point-cloud data was
the primary output required, QSM’s
ability to produce a high-resolution
orthomosaic of the site from the
original dataset was an added
bonus.
CASE STUDY 2 – Pipe bridge
survey integrates UAV
data with scan data
Based in South Wales, with over
twenty-five years experience, PDS
is a specialist land and drainage
survey company. Company
director, Lee Husk, is experienced
in delivering the survey accuracy
critical to his clients.

The registered point cloud was tied in with the 3D laser scan and 3D fly-through generated,
while high-resolution imagery of the bridge was provided.

On a recent project PDS was
required to undertake a condition
survey of a listed bridge with a
pipeline over a river. This survey
was necessary to check the
condition and level of the sewage
pipe as well as the structure of
the bridge supporting it. 3D laser
scanning was selected as the best
method to achieve the level of
accuracy required, whilst allowing
the PDS team to operate at a
safe distance from the fast flowing
river. However, site conditions
rendered some of the bridge pillars
inaccessible so the laser-scan point
cloud was supplemented with a
drone survey. This would not only
provide a detailed survey of the
previously inaccessible areas, but
also underneath the bridge utilising
the albris’ camera’s 180° sensor
head. This combined approach
met the client’s requirement for
providing a full survey of the
structure.
Pre-flight, a mission plan was
drawn up and permanent ground

control established well away
from the river and converted
into OS coordinates. On the
day of the mission, the flight
area was cleared of pedestrians
and over a 3.5 hour period the
albris completed four flights: one
topographical pre-logged flight
and three manual inspection
flights, all using the same 38MPx
camera.
Back at the office, the flight data
was processed and converted into
a registered point cloud to tie in
with the 3D laser scan. Constraints
were minimal with an accuracy
of 0.009m. The combined scan
was delivered ahead of schedule
to the client as a 2D drawing and
additionally, the client received a
permanent point cloud file that
could be used again as a control
from which to detect any bridge
movement. PDS thus added value
to its service by generating a 3D
fly-through in Trimble RealWorks,
which the client was delighted to
receive.
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